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Pride & Prejudice Opens Three Night Run Tonight
Gus Arnheim's Band Booked
For Inter-Fraternity April 18
Bowers Names Committees

In Leading Roles

Take Off On Jane Austen's Famou* Novel Features
Record Ca*t Of 16 Women, 10 Men,
Three Set Change*

jC^S&e

For TWO Dollar Hop In Gymj As New Sorority
Dance

Ticket* Will Go On Sale Immediately; National Has 8 Charter
Member*; Zimmer
Committees Make Arrangement*
For Third Annual Affair
I* President

Gus Arnheim snd his nationally known orchestra have
been signed to play for the annual Inter-Fraternity dance
Friday, April 18, according to an announcement released
early this week by Quentin Bowers, president of the InterFraternity Council.
Bowers also stated that the various dance committees
have been choosen and that plans
are progressing rapidly.
In the
past two years the Council has
secured for the dancing pleasure
of the students, Fletcher Henderson, and his orchestra, and George
Hall
featuring the individual
song styling of Dolly Dawn.
Tickets for the dance will be Dunipace To Be Editor;
on sale in the near future at two
Council To Act On
dollars per couple, and will be
Traffic Rule*
availuble to anyone desiring to
purchase them, according to a
The Stududent Council made
statement made by the committee
definite plans for the publication
spokesman.
of the freshmen hand hook and
Arnheim, who has been acclaim- passed recomendations on the traed in the entertainment world as ffic situation on the campus last
the "star favorite and the star Monday evening.
finder" was secured through the
An appropriation of $116.00 was
Music Corporation of America
given to the board of publications
and will feature Catherine Joyce,
his beautiful eighteen year old with which to publish the hand
song bird; Andy Russel, a new book for the freshmen of '41.
Suggestions and plans for the
Arnheim discovery, who is expected to someday become as pop- makeup and staff of the book were
ular in the entertainment world arranged and set in definite state
as Bing Crosby, who also was an for the board to act immediately.
The staff of the book will be apArnheim crooner protege; aa well
«s a repertoire of novelty num- pointed within the next few weeks
and
work will start immediately on
bers and arrangements.
the editing and makeup.
Besides being the maestro of
Richard Dunipace, editor of the
a band that has received top billing at such famed American dine 1940-M1 handbook presented plans
to
the council and offered sugand dance palaces as the Beverly
Wilshire and the Wilshire Bowl in gestions which if carried our will
Los Angeles; Congress Hotel in improve the content of the book.
Chicago; the Chase Hotel in St. Mr. Jesse Currier, instructor in
Louis; and the Mark Hopkins in Journalism, presented technical
San Francisco, Gus Arnheim is advice Snd new plans for the makedistinguished as the composer of up of the book. Mr. Currier has
many hit tunes. Such best sellers been given full power, with the
as "Sweet and Lovely," "I Cried board of publication, to select a
for You," "Good Night My Love," staff and publish the book as he
and "I Surrender, Dear" came sees fit.
Recommendations about traffic
from the pen of this American
rules and parking suggestions were
music favorite.
He has also held a prominent submitted to the committee in
place in both the commercial charge of the program to promote
broadcasting and movie produc- better conditions along these lines
tion fields.
His topflight band on the campus in collaboration
has been heard on the radio for with the administration and tho
Woodbury, with Bing Crosby, for local police.

Student Council
Lays Plans For
Frosh Hand Book

Armour with Phil Baker, for LadyEsther, on the Lucky Strike Hit
Parade and on the Fitch Band
Wagon. He has directed the musical production in many movies
among which are "The Cuban Love
Song," and "Flying High."
Committes in charge of arrangements are as follows:
General
Chairman, Quenten
Bowers;
Tickets, Williard Chapeton and
Kenneth Harger; Arrangements,
George Johns and 'Gaylord Croft";
Publicity, Dick
Dunipace and
Clarence Goterba; and Orchestra,
Don Mason.

Eight Student* Type
For Local Draft Board
Eight business education students aided the Selective Service
Draft Board number two, Wood
County by serving as typists during the physical examination of
sixty men.
Those who served were: Wayne
and
Earl
Leatherman,
Jack
Schnapp, Newton Rochte, Alvin
Vaith, Glen Wormer, Carl Dehnbostel, and Ken Butterfield.

Sarkiss Speaks Tonight On
"American Will to Freedom
Dr. Harry Jewel Sarkiss, authority on German diplomacy, will
lecture on "The American Will to
Freedom" before a joint meeting
of the YMCA and UCRL, tonight
at 7:30, in the PA auditorium.
Dr. Sarkiss, now head of the
History Department at Findlay
College, is a native of Constantinople. He came to this country
at the age of 14, and since that
time has collected five university
and college degrees. Also, he has
served as a Presbyterian minister
for thirteen years.
A powerful and effective speaker, Dr. Sarkiss will review his forth
coming book, "The American Will
to Freedom." Incidentaly to his
main thesis, Dr. Sarkiss will comment on the present European
situation. Having spent five years
in German archives working on
his doctor's degree. Dr. Sarkiss is
well qualified to do this.
As is customary, questions from
the audience will be welcomed following the main address.

DR. H. J. SARKISS

The third chapter of Clovia,
national 4-H sorority, has
been recognized by the Intersorority council on Bowling
Green State University's campus.
The sorority is under the
rules of the council and will
be accepted into national Clovia
as the Gamma chapter sometime
this spring.
Only girls who have belonged
to 4-H clubs are eligible for mem|bership in Clovia. All members
are required to live in the sorority house which is to be established
on a cooperative basis. A house
of this type will be ready for occupancy by next September.
The local chapter has eight
charter members. They are: Virginia Zimmer. president; Phyllis
Kline, vice . president; Margaret
Miller, secretary; Muriel Miller,
assistant secretary; Evelyn Lust,
treasurer; Rowena Joicc, historian; Ruth Ketzenbarger, marshal;
and Barbara Zahrend, chaplain.
Miss I.i'ti Leonard has been chosen
as sponsor, and Mrs. Upton Palmer as patroness. Miss Eva M.
Kinsey and Mr. W. H. Palmer of
Ohio State University are the
state 4-H club advisors.
The other two chapters. Alpha,
on the Kansas State College campus, and Beta, at the University
of Minnesota, have given the local
chapter much assistance in becoming organized. Other chapters are
now being organized at Pennsylvania State and at Cornell University.

Patterson. Price, are Stars
In Helen Jerome's Comedy
Pride and prejudice, two common human failings, will
clash on the University stage tonight, Thursday and Friday
nights at 8:15 when the Bowling Green State University
Players present Helen Jerome's nineteenth century comedy.
Tickets for "Pride and Prejudice" may be obtained upon presentation of activity cards in the check room on the first floor
of the Administration Building
from 3 to 5 Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday afternoons.
Virginia Patterson, sophomore,
will uphold the proud portion of
the play's title in the role of Elisabeth Bennet while Richard Price.
freshman, plays the part of the
College Men Have Jump; prejudiced Mr. Darcy. The play
concentrates on Mrs. Bonnet's deTraining Course
termination to get her daughters
I* 10 Week*
married. Jane, Elizabeth, and Lydia are likely-looking girls in an
The Army Air Corps now offers unlikely-looking period when a
to young unmarried men between woman's one possible career was
the ages of 20 and 27 an oppor- matrimony. To be a wife was
tunity to serve their country at a success. Anything else was failsalary of $245 monthly as an of- ure.
ficer instead of being conscripted
Five Proposals
and receive a privates pay. Any
The play sparkles with clever,
young man who is within these age salty conversation in the authenlimits and can meet the physical tic style of Jane Austen, author
and mental qualifications is eligi- of the classic novel. In addition
ble for entrance into the Flying to tho satire, no less than five proCadet training course, known as posals of marriage occur during
the "West Point of the Air."
the performance .Lovely costumes
For the convenience of the are an indespensible part of a proyoung men of this area, a Flying duction of "Pride and Prejudice."
Cadet Examining Board will be lo- In the 1840 style the women wear
cated In room B New Federal clinging, floor-length gowns and,
Bldg,. Toledo, . Ohio, throughout the men wear skin-tight breeches
the week of March 24th to 29th. and tailored jackets. Three sepMen who will graduate in June arate sets in Late Rennalssance
are urged to make application now architecture have been constructed
and be examined thereby enabling by the University Players.
the successful applicants to step
In the screen version of "Pride
into a well paying job, with a
splendid future immediately upon and Prejudice" Greer Garson played
the part taken by Virginia Patgraduation.
j
College men with two or more terson. Richard Price and Lawyears of credit hours are exempt rence Olivier, June Smith and
from taking the mental examina- Mary Boland, Hildreth Slater and
Maureen O'Sulllvan, Mary Sheltion.
The training consists of a 7 Mi ton and Ann Rutherford, and Lois
month course, the first 10 weeks Mayfleld and Edna Mae Oliver
is known as the apprentice course have in common the same roles.
Cast of 26
and is given at some civilian flyThe cast of 26, under the direcing school, during the next 10
weeks the student is given the ba- tion of Professor Elden T. Smith,
sic course at one of the Army fly- is as follows:
ing training centers under Army
Mr. Bennet
Hermit Echols
supervision and the final 10 weeks
Hill
David Kroft
is known as the advanced course
Mrs. Bennet
June Smith
and is completed at the same trainLady Lucas
Janet Carino
ing centers. During the training
Charlotte
period the Cadet is paid (75.00 per
month, plus food, uniform, books
Lucas
Elizabeth Hamlin
and medical expenses.
Jane Bennet Hildreth Slater
Upon graduation he is commisElizabeth
sioned a 2nd Lieutenant in the
Bennet Virginia Patterson
(Continued on page 2, col. 2)
Lydia Bennet
Mary Shelton
Mr. Bingley Dwight Toedter
Baseball Movie To Be
Mr. Darcy
Rfchard Price
Shown Here Tomorrow
Mr. Collins
. Jack Doane
Amelia
Harriet McKnight
The sound movie, "Batting
Mr. Wickham Robert Sealock
Around American Leagues," which
Belinda
Vera Welty
is sponsored by the Athletic Department, will be presented March
Amanda
lone Geisil
27 in the university auditorium.
A young
The purpose of the movie is to
Man
Richard Roberts
promote baseball interests and will
Captain Denny
Peggy Hiltz
be of interest' to many Bowling
Agatha
Mary Crabill
(Iri'-n. people. It will be shown
to the Golf Club, baseball squad, i A second Young
coaching classes during the week,
Man
Ross Kistner
and will be given in the university
A Maid
Dorothy Fishor
auditorium Thursday, March 27,
Maggie
Clarabelle Sekinger
at 7 p. m. There will be no adMrs. Gardiner
Carol Fruth
mission charge and the general
public is invited. High school stuLady Catherine de
dents throughout the country will
Bourgh
Lois Mayfleld
attend the movie.
Colonel Guy
The movie will be out in time
Fitzwilliam
Eldon Knape
for the University Players' production at 8:15.
Mrs. Lake Marian Archibald

Army Air Corps
Offers Young Men
Jobs At Good Pay

RICHARD PRICE, VIRGINIA PATTERSON

Key Refuses Battle Of Eggs;
Wants To Play Basketball

The war is off! After receiving
an ultimatum from Generalissimo
Tony (Little Caesar) Frances, editor of the Bee Gee News, and an
offer to engage in a battle de les
oeufs to settle the differences of
the News and the Key, Don Rager,
yearling editor, deigned to decline
the offer and suggested the two
opposing groups settle the dispute
in a basketball game.
■
The communication from the
Key to the News stated that the
egg escapade was off because eggs
Dr. Clyde Hissong, Dean of
were too expensive. A disgruntled
Education, is one of the contribut- and disappointed member of the
ing writers to the book. Child
P»rchology, which was published
in February, 1941.
Dean Hissong was one of 12
writers who were asked to write
for thin book which was edited by
Charles E. Skinner of New York
A tennis racket restringing maUniversity and Philip Harriman
of Bucknell University.
chine is the latest addition to the
Dr. Hissong's chapter was en- Physical Education
department
titled "Child Development equipment, according to Athletic
Through Education." In this chap- Director Harry Ockerman.
ter he kept In line with the plan * This machine will give Bowling
followed by the editors which was Green students a chance to get
to present the problems of child their rackets restrung at a small
psychology and to describe the cost. The price of restringing
methods employed in the scientific will range in accordance to the mastudy of children.
The editors terials used for the gut.
thought that the normal child
The machine was purchased
should he considered ,as an in- from the Surrentel No-All Retegrated, growing personality.
stringing Company of Detroit,
The first part of Dean Hissong's Michigan. Mr. Dale Sautter will
contribution dealt with the nature have -charge of running the maof child development. He wrote chine which is to be placed in the
that child development is a uni- stockroom of the Men's gymnatary process, that it " . . is aware- sium. The machine will be ready
ness of the complex unity of each for operation during the latter
individual's response within his en- part of this week.
vironment that sets the pattern
for the modern school."
The editors attempted to secure Permit* Not Neceisary
material covering the important
For Authorized Absence*
aspects of child psychology. To
do this, they received the assistance of several well-known eduAccording to Mr. A. B. Conklin,
cators, each of whom wrote on Dean of Students, student.- do not
those aspects with which he was have to secure class entrance permost familiar. Quoting the edi- mits for absences due to authorized
college trips.
He states that there seems to
Industrial Art* Club
be some confusion on the matter.
Vi*it* Technical School Students absent on account of illness, death in the family, or unTwenty members of the Indus- excused absences are required to
trial Arts club visited Macomber get class entrance permits. They
Technical high school in Toledo ere not required to secure such
last Wednesday night and observed permits if their absence is because
work being done in Federal Emer- of authorized college trios, such
gency Training courses.
trips being authorized by Dean
These classes include such work Overman, Dean Hissong, or Dean
as pattern-making, auto mechanics, Harshman.
auto repairing, body work and
The names of students on such
spray painting, electricity, and trips are handed to. all the prosome phases of airplane construc- fessors several days before they
tion. They are under the direc- leave.
tion of Mr. Carl CottiT, supervi- vThia announcement is being
sor of industrial arts and voca- made so that much of the red tape,
tional
education
for
Toledo confusion and inconvenience of the
school, and Mr. Dannenfelzer, present system will be eliminated,
principal of Macomber high school. according to Dean Conklen.

Dean Writes For
New Psychology

Get Your Rackets
Fixed At The Gym

News army snorted that "They're
probably still paying off their
debts."
The source of the trouble as
stated at News headquarters was
the fact that the Key had entered
the News office uninvited and had
made off with rulers, typewriters,
and various other miscellaneous
articles. Although these articles
have been returned, the members
of the Key staff are still unwanted
in the Bee Gee News office, the
generalissimo stated.
In an official communique, the
general stated, "The Battle De Les
Oeufs was suggested primarily to
create some excitement on an otherwise dead campus. If the Key
staff wants to play basketball,
they can sit on the bench for
Coach Landis, in the meantime,
they might find somebody else's
telephone, rulers and typwriters
to use."

Two WU1 Enter
State Med School
William E. Brillhart and Carl
J. Ide of the Liberal Arts College have both been admitted to
the Medical School at Ohio State
University according to word received here by J. R.* Overman,
Dean of the Liberal Arts College.
Brillhart and Ide are members of
the June graduating class and both
plan to enter Ohio State next fall.
Dean Overman added that all
students wishing to take the Medical Aptitude Test with the hope
of entering Ohio State in 1942.
should turn in their names immediately.
Applications will be
accepted in Dean Overman's office
now and the test will be given May
1. It should' be noted that this
test will not be given again until
May of 1942.
Health .Office Treats 257;
122 Student* Catch Cold
The Health Office reported 257
students were treated last week,
with 122 of this number being
treated for colds, the usual predominating ailment.
The average number of treatments per day last week was 51
2-6, which is slightly over the average for the last two or three
weeks.
Eight men were confined to the
Men's Infirmary ono or more days
last week, according to Managers
John Whitcomb and Bob Wisecup.
They were Edwin Kuhn, Henry
Chapoton, John Rhoades, Thomas
Ohna, Charles Snyder. and Edwin
Lautner.

Professors Say - - University
Needs New Science Building
By JOHN BERCHMAN
Stating that the need for a new were among the other factors menScience Building is acute, the Uni- tioned as being important to the
versity faculty voted more than university welfare.
two to one in favor of the erection
The faculty coinciding with stuof a suitable building in the near dent opinion also advocated the
future in answer to the query installation of more fraternities
"what do you think the university and sororities, stating that the
present number on the campus
needs the most?"
Pointing out that the growth of does not correspond with the camthe university has far outdistanced pus enrollment and that with more
the present facilities and with the emphasis being placed on "uniadvent of increasing interest in versity spirit" this feature would
the physical sciences, over 60'.; of hold.
This article concludes the series
the replies received favored or
mentioned a new Science Building | on faculty opinion and next week
as the crying need on the campus. the series will be continued with
A new Union Building, a more the fraternities on the campus
completely equipped library and taking part in the kaleidescopic
more accent on academic pursuits whirl of university opinion.
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Fragments Of Thought
By ALBERT L. BOUCHER

By
MAX
HANKE
11 "hum, it's spring-so what!
The wife of ona of
the members of the Economics department at a certain university
in Cincinnati saw her husband
standing over their baby's crib.
In his face she read rapture, doubt,
ecstacy, and admiration. Tenderly
she said to him, "A penny for
your thoughts?"
Startled into consciousness he
blurted, "For the life of ma, 1
don't see how anybody can make
a crib like that for $3.7 5!"
An enormous lion went stalking
through the jungle one day und
encountered u huge elephant.
Looking up at the pachyderm, the
lion growled. "I'mko the Lion,
King of the beasts, and Lord of
the jungle. Why are you BO weak
und puny?" The monstrous beast,
with fear in .his eyes, silently
stole uway.
Then the ferocious lion encountered an ultra-corpulent hippopotamus, and growled at him, "I'm
Leo the Lion. King of the beasts,
and Lord of the jungle. Why ire
you so weak and puny?" Like the
elephunt, the hippo slipped uway.
Well, the lion felt great; no one

dared challenge him.

Then he

came upon a tiny mouse.
Once
again the lion roared, "I'm Leo
the Lion, King of the nensts, and
Lord of the jungle. Why ure you
so weuk and puny?" The little
Tb» opinions expressed in th* various sign- mouse looked up at the huge lion
ed columni of this paper are those of the and meekly answered, "I've been
writers and ara not necessarily shared by the sick."
Baa Caa News or any other group or in-

Operation Of Union ...
It is highly important that the operation of the New Student Union
building get off to a good start when it
is completed.
First of all, no structural details
should be left unfinished. When it is
completed it should be ready for business. It is a business enterprize to a
large degree and all details pertaining
to the soda fountain, kitchen and. table
service must be worked out in precise
order. Everything about the operation
must be on a professional basis.
The actual management of the Union
will bring more complicated problems.
First of all, the student manager
selected to run the establishment, must
be one who knows what he is about.
Secondly, rules and regulations must
be worked out so that they create a
healthy student attitude.
Will the
Union be opened after 10 'oclock?. Will
women be allowed to smoke there?,
Will there be administration supervision?, Will dancing be allowed on Sunday? All these problems must be discussed and solved before the Union
building is put into operation.
Since the Union is something entirely new, many things will, of necessity,
be experimented with. All problems
must be anticipated and solved by the
people in charge of the management
before the Union is opened in order to
avoid misundertsandings and to create
a student attitude that will make the
Union a success.—AF
•

•

a

a

a

a

Quotable Quotes
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A professor recently told his class that there was no
Santa Claus. Naturally, this professor would be laughed at in
England.
Special to Miss Warner:
Skidmore College recently pussed a regulation granting all upporclasswomen the privilege of
one 1 o'clock permission each
month. An idea?
Did you hear about
the girl who want to a masquerade
party dressed as a telephone operator and before the evening was
over had three close calls?
If all the soldiers in the United
States army at the present'time
were laid end to end, we would
have no standing army.

Coac

STEWART A. FERGUSON
Out UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
ONCE RAISED AN ENDOWMENT
FUND OF FIVE MILLION DOLLARS
IN OUST TEN DAYS'

OF ARKANSAS A & M. HAS A STIPULATION IN HIS AGREEMENT
THAT STATES HE DOESNT HAVE
TO WIN A SINGLE GAME IN TIlRffi
YEARS/

At The
Local Cinema

Announcements
Of The Week

AT THE CLA-ZEL
Edward G. Robinson plays the lend
role in "Sea Wolf," movie version
of Jack London's famous book.
With Ida Lupino, plays today, tomorrow and Friday. Recommended.
Saturday's double feature includes Ellen Drew in "The Monster and The Girl" and Basil
Rathbone in "The Had Doctor."
Sunday and
Monday brings
Wallace Beery and Lionel Barrymore in "The Bad Man."
Honor Guest Night Tuesday
shows Lucille Ball, Richard Carlson in "Too Many Girls." Musical
comedy. Good entertainment.
Be ginning Wednesday of next
week. Ginger Rogers and Dennis
Morgan will play in last year's
best seller "Kitty Foyle." Shows
throe days.
Recommended.

AT THE LYRIC . . .
And than there was
A song and dance pic, "Tin Pan
the old maid who always traveled Alley" with Alice Faye, Betty
in a Pullman upper because she Gruble, Jack Oukie, plays last two
liked to have a man under her bed. dnys, today and tomorrow. Good
entertainment.
,
"Thundering Frontier" is all
The shortest distance between
that it says—with a good portion
two dates is a good time.
of western tunes thrown in for
Puppy love is the good measure. Stars Charles Starrett and Iris Meredith. Shows Frifirst step to a dog's life.
day and Saturday. Also "Green
Hornet Strikes Again."
A student makes his bed and
Eddie Albert plays the lend role
has to lie in it.
in "The Great Mr. Nobody" SunA professor makes his bunk ami day and Monday. He works for
has to lie out of it.
a paper, gets canned, saves his
boss from drowning, and then gets
Ho-hum, spring is here-—so job as assistant manager.
what I
'
Cary Grant and his girl Friday.
Kosiland Russell, play in "His Girl
Friday" Tuesday, Wednesday and
Tea Has 2% More Caf f ein Thursday. Grant in his usual role
Than Coffee Chemist Says und Rosiland M lovely us ever.

"The basic policy originally laid down
for the civil pilot training program contemplated that it should be justified on
Do you have coffee nerves? If
educational and economic grounds you do, don't drink tea, because Overman To Represent
U. At Chicago Meet
alone, apart from the great significance tea contains twice as much cafwhich it held in connection with nation- fein as coffee. Tea leaves conal defense. Any of the young people tuin from two to four percent caf- Dean R. J. Overman of the Liwho have gone through the course can fein. while coffee leaves have only beral Arts College will represent
Bowling Green State University
attest to the educational values of it. one or two percent.
the annual meeting of the North
Economically, it directly benefits the Earl McFarren recently ex- at
some caffein from tea Central Association of College and
manufacturer of small planes, the tracted
and the other senior chem- Secondary Schools to be held in
struggling instructors, and redounds leaves,
istry students will perform the Chicago March 24-2!>, it was anto the benefit of air transportation same
nounced last week.
experiment.
through the increased interest in avia- Caffein is a white crystalline It is this body that accredits
tion which would naturally result. Now solid, very bitter, and is easily re- colleges and high schools in this
that we are in a period of frenzied ex- moved from the tea leaves. It is territory, inspecting their educapansion of aircraft plant capacities, I used commercially in some medi- tional systems and announcing in
foresee perhaps a greater economic cines such as cold tablets and head- their yearly catalogue whether or
not the credits of these schools and
value in the cushion which will be pro- ache pills.
colleges are transferable.
vided against the slump which inevitably will follow the cessation of hostilities." G. Grant Mason, Jr., member of U. S. Air Corps Offers
GLOOMY SPRING
Opportunity To Men
the Civil Aeronautics board, cautions
Spring
is
here, so they say,
against a short-sighted view of the civil
It's getting warmer every day.
pilot training program.
(Continued from page 1. col. 6) Trees are blooming, robins sing,
"Today as formerly, war requires a
I don't think it means a thing-;
just cause, a good to be obtained that Army Air Corps Reserve and Gloomy
spring.
on active duty for three
will far outweigh the evils which inevi- placed
years where he receives a salary
tably and necessarily follow. In the of
$245.00 per month us well as Lovers strolling 'neath the blue,
modern world no search can revea| a a bonus
of $500 upon termination Petting, coo-ing, that's all they do.
cause proportionate to the destruction of his active duty. At the com- It's spring! they say, their echoes
wrought in every order, physical, politi- pletion of the three years tour of ring,
cal, social, moral and spiritual, by a duty he will be promoted to a 1st I don't think it means a thing—
war such as the last. A war, completely Lieutenant in the Air Corps Re- Gloomy spring.
modern in character and universal in serve and is then free to return
scope, is, Pope Pius XI has said, 'so to his normal civilian pursuits, al- It's nothing new. this same old
monstrously murderous and almost cer- though a great many of these men story,
tainly suicidal' that for a statesman or will he offered permanent com- Hut every year it gains in glory.
government initiating aggressive war missions in the regular Army Air It matters not, what spring may
to attempt to assign to it a proportion- Corps, while others may accept bring.
well paying positions with one of I don't think it means a thing—
ate cause is vain even to the point of the
Gloomy spring.
many commercial air lines.
folly and malice." Dr. John K. Ryan, Junior
and Senior Engineering
assistant professor of philosophy at studetits us well us those who have jGive me winter! snow and ice,
Catholic university, holds that modern had the equivalent mathematics I hate spring, it's too darn nice.
aggressive war as an instrument of now have an opportunity to obtain ! Robins, lovers, diamond rings,
national policy cannot be justified in commissions as ground Engineer- I I don't think* it means a thing—
the light of the tradition of the Catholic ing Officers or as Aerial navigation j Gloomy spring.
officers in the Army Air Corps.

By Max Hanke

Wednesduy evening, March 26,
at 7 p. m. in Room .'lOH Administration Building, Major J. L. Zimmerman will speak on Army Air Corps
enrollment effective at the end of
the year for students between 20
and 27 years of age.

beautiful teeth, but like "a string of pearls."
Let's talk about sex. And in particular,
Tell her again and again of the luxury that
let's talk about women.
is yours in being privileged to baake in the
Franklin once wrote, "experience keeps a
sunshine of her smile. Always offer a pleasdear school, but fools will learn in no other."
ing comment on her new dress, and yet reGood enough. Now let's see if we men can
member to her the dress she wore when first
recognize and apply the wisdom of a few
you met. Appear to give a woman her way.
simple words concerning women, and thereby
For though you rob the victory of all material
avoid being labelled—fool. (My apologies to
advantage, the glory will content her. And
Methusalah)
yet more, Have a secret with a woman. She
I choose to ignore the
question of my qualifiloves it, and finds it as fascinating as a loose
tooth. "She doesn't know whether to spit it
cations to write this column. And if anything
out or keep it, yet she cannot forget it."
I say be uncomplimenIn choosing a woman, insist on a welltary to women, it is
rounded personality. Be sure she has a sense
merely incidental to my • of humor, for "a woman without humor is
main purpose. Primarlike a cigar with the wrapper torn—it looks
ily, I want to put men on
the same, but the freshness is gone." And
never worry about a woman's peace of mind.
guard against the devious wiles of wanton
For with women, her conscience is her slave
women. It's Spring now.
which she forces to her will. She will admit
you know.
that she doesn't always tell the truth, but will
There is no single set
plead that her frankness condones her fault.
of rules that is applicable to all women. Each
Against the stirrings of your pride you
woman is an individual. For instance, where
must also be on guard. If on entering a woone woman might be captured by storm, anman's boudoir you find you picture is not on
other can best be won through seige. You
the dresser, don't grieve, but try to find conmust leurn to recognize these characteristics
solation in knowing that you are there in the
and proceed accordingly. Yet in general it
flesh. The pictures are for show, but you are
is not wise to hurry a woman's favors. Don't
her real desire. And then to touch on the reforce her to surrender to you. Women go
verse of this situation. Beware of the woman
into love us they go into the water at the seawho allows herself to be placed in compromisshore--slowly.
ing positions and then cries—Don't! She's a
If you are wise, you will love an older
tramp. And when you take a girl on u weekwoman first. Yj>u will learn much from her.
end party, take the chaperone, also. Then afand yet come to no harm. But by all means
ter the curfew hour, you can flirt with her
be patient enough to wait for a woman that
unafraid. On returning home, speak not of
pleases you. "Better two left-handed gloves
last night's indiscretions.
than a man in the moonlight with the wrong
Now for one last word. Never despair that
woman." And don't be ufraid to be too cauthere is no woman for you. Know that there
tious . Remember that fear of woman is the
are two things a woman cannot resist: sentibeginning of knowledge.
ment, for she has it in plenty; and honesty,
Never fail to spend at least a moment in
last night's indiscretions. So by all means
flatering their egos And in doing this, avoid have your fling. When you are old it will
generalities. Don't say merely that she has please you more to remember duties neglected
pretty eyes, say, "like limpid pools," or "as two for love of women than all the honors that
spoonsful of the Mediteranian." Not just
are yours.

On The Social Side

By ROBERT HABENSTEIN
Kappa Delta I'i will meet to
elect new members Wednesday,
March 26 at 5 p. m. in Room 200
Let's talk about sex, and in particular let's so closely around you that you aren't even
of the Administration building. discuss the skirted sex. Somebody once said eligible to sit in the game. Suppose you sit
All members please be present. skirts and good columns are very similar: downstairs at a dance, alone, but not isolated,
long enough to cover the subject yet short
made up so invitingly though not luridly, with
enough to be interesting. Could somebody
sheer chiffoned legs crossed in true moving
kill two stones with one bird and write an picture style? Are results forthcoming? How
interesting column mostly about skirts? much better are your chances of getting in
Boucher thought so, so did Mittleman. Haben- the game by such a maneuver than if you
By KENNETH CAMERON
stein, of course, doesn't think. So good, bad, hang among a flock of balcony-ettes heavily
coated and painfully unapproachable?
We hope you have missed our or indifferent, here goes.
Though I am suggesting Mother Nature be
Girls, know you that
gossip about the library in the last
the average rainbow tied exploited to the nth degree, it sex the whole
few issues (shucks, don't tell us
What about character, personality?
campus kid is lost with- story?
you never read it) and will welout you? You are on Why not the friendship angle? My reply is
come some news about new books.
his mind more than anythat you are not going to change your perWe got sidetracked somewhere and
But
thing else on the campus, sonality, etc., overnight, ipao fatto.
huven't been keeping you informincluding the mid-term dammit, gals, you most certainly can change
ed as we should. But we have
exams.
You are most the length of a skirt or renovate a complexion!
Now for the delicate "How far must we
talked about, most crisome new b oks that we are sure
you will want to read. May we
ticized, most sworn at, go?" problem.—This of course is the deep end
suggest:
swoni by and revered by
angle of any such treatise. Frankly speaking, subject to certain rules of the game, why
the stronger sex.
In
Quentin Reynolds—Tht Wouud1
< (I Don's Cry. This is u play byother words, you have not go as far as you estimate you ought to
play description of the full of
the winning hand. But go? The rules of the game: Some of the most
France and a tremendously ac- do you know how to play it?
important ones consist of playing square, recurate and exciting description of
The answer Is found in a squint at the at- maining unpredictable and saying very little
air raids in London and other cities tendance at campus functions.
Apparently about your own or anyone else's love affairs.
of England. ■ I'm sure you have
there is an astonishing number of girls who Of course, after all, it's still an individual afread some of Reynolds' articles in
Colliers and other periodicals. This are conspicious'by their absences at all-campus fair and your own better judgment should prevail. But remember what I said about your
book is written in the same terse, affairs. The answer must be that you of the
cloak of morals and don't forget the danger
reportorial wuy that make his stuff fairer sex are not playing the game smartly.
good reading. The' last chapter You're leading the wrong cards, you're not of becoming a balcony flower. College time
is admittedly the most enjoyable time of one's
is a marvelous description of the cashing in on sure tricks.
Suppose someone were to tell you frankly ' life.
English spirit—that spirit which
And remember, youthful charms, unno bomb or land mine or explosion that you are wrapping your cloak of morals like good liquors, do not improve with age.
can kill.
Jumes Hilton—Random
HarBy
vest. The latest novel by the author of "Goodbye Mr. Chips" and
"JESSE
us different from the latter work
MITTLEMAN
as day from night. Yet it has a
great deal of the charm of Mr.
if you stick around long enough, the sun will
Chips in some of its characters. It GURGLES . . .
is a story of a prominent British
Let's talk about sex ... on second thought, rise again sure as shootin'. Another bad one
is, "Crush me in your arms." You do and you'll
cabinet member—a man who af- why talk about it? . . . let Habenstein and
ter the last war was reported dead Boucher do the talking ... we would rather have a manslaughter charge on your hands,
but who through a strange streak marvel at the glories of spring, the beauties besides a bloody mess. Also beware of "Hold
of fortune came back. What hap- of nature, the warmth of the sun, the length me closer." When this is said, you are usually
pened during the interim after the of the days, etc. . . . for this is Spring! Ah,
holding her so close that if she were any
armistice and the time he returned
closer she would be on the other side of you.
Keats, ah, Shelley, ah, nuts—9 weeks tests
to his family the hero himself tells
4. Careful of soft lights and sweet music.
to a friend. There is one of the soon . . . about the only thing we're sure of
Especially if the gal wants to look at the moon.
most exciting finish, surprise end- concerning this matter of sex is that it's here
Clever creatures, women.
ing, that I have ever read. It's a to stay, apparently . . . maybe Boucher and
Habenstein think differently, we don't know
grand story.
6. We cannot overemphasize the danger of
picnics. What is more opportune for almost
Muicus Goodrich—DeHlah. De- . . . guess we'll have to read their columns this
week
.
.
.
But
don't
let
lilah is a United States Navy deanything than lots of food, a warm breeze,
this weather catch you starry skies, a soft blanket and a portable
stroyer which has been commisflatfooted. The flat feet
sioned to patrol duty in Philippine
radio? Don't say we didn't warn you I
may be OK for the Arwaters. During its cruises we be6. Don't take a tramp in the woods—go
come acquainted with a thoroughmy, but not where les
alone, it's safer.
ness that is almost like a clinical
affairs des coeurs are
7. Be leary of the wench who asks~*o be
examination with her crew, her ofconcerned . ' . a full
ficers, and the ship herself. Mr.
moon and a warm night taken to scarey movies so that she has a good
excuse for hand-holding and snuggling.
Goodrich himself waa an officer
have the damdest efin the Navy and his descriptions
8. Keep out of canoes—they tip over too
fect upon one, especially
of life aboard and in port of navy
easily.
with
the
help
of
a
little
crews are so realistic one feels
9. Careful of home-ec majors or minors—
"Evening In Paris" or
after reading that you have a perthey ain't learning how to cook and sew for
something
.
.
.
And
so,
fect knowledge—a complete mennothing!
in a miserable attempt
tal picture—of every minute cor10. Women are wiley creatures.
Often
to
keep
you
on
your
guard
when
warm
weathner of the ship and every minute
corner of the minds of her crew, er comes, lest you lose your bachelor status, their strategy is so subtle that you never
know where you are until it is too late. Look
for sheer dramatic action this can- we offer these bits of advice:
out for any moves which you fio not fully unnot be beaten.
1. If at first you don't succeed, try. try derstand, don't put things in writing, don't
again. After all, what have you got to lose?
say what you may later regret having said,
Columbia university's libraries
•2. Beware when .the female starts looking and you will probably live happily ever after.
report an increase of 4.6 per cent at and admiring houses, and starts asking
But alas, tis spring . . . and what the heck,
last year in use of their books.
what your favorite dish is, etc. » After all, it's always the other guy who is going to get
spring is spring, but you don't have to carry
hooked, not you . . . you're girl is different,
Princeton university is offering it too far.
and anyway, you're no dope—you know what's
a series of five public lectures on
3. Beware of such boloney as "Thi» night going on . . . But don't say we didn't warn
"The Impact of Totalitarianism
will last forever." Maybe you think so, but you.
upon the United States."

Library Notes

The Spigot
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Sports
Calendar

I. M. Department Outlines
Spring Sports Program
Senior Manager Robert Wayland Announces Plans
For Competition In Softball, Golf, Badminton,
Volleyball And Tennis
Senior Intramural manager Robert Wayland and his
assistants, aided by Coach Paul E. Landis, have laid the tentative plans for their Spring intramural program which will
include a varied number of sports for Spring recreation.
Volleyball and badminton will get the jump on the other
activities as they are scheduled to get under way in the near
—
*future. Softball, golf, and tennis

WEDNESDAY
American League baseball films
in Men'a gymnasium at 11 a. m.
for coaching class.
Track meet—Bowling Green
freshmen vs.
Sandusky
High|
School in Men's gymnasium at 4]
p. m.
THURSDAY

Fun To Reign at W.A.A. Carnival
In Women s Gym Saturday Night
SHORT ft
AND

%

LACK |J

American League baseball films
for varsity baseball squad in Men's
gymnasium at 4 p. m.
Special
showing for all students at 7 p. m.
SATURDAY

Dancing, Prizes, Floor Show
WiD Feature Entertainment

Feathers From
The Falcon
Nest
By DON CUNNINGHAM

By PAULINE

Ten Cent Admission Will Send Bowling Green With the old sports editor alTopping any exhibition of modready laid up with n bad case of
Delegates To Annual W. A. A. Conference
are expected to be ready to start
spring fever, a lowly assistant
ern dance 1 have ever seen, and
At
Muskingun
College
when the weather permits. The
takes a dive into the Falcon's
W. A. A. Carnival in Women's < think it is safe to say, any preping pone tournament which has
feather nest for a few miscellangym at 7:30. Admission. 10 cents. sented on this campus, were the
been in progress for several weeks
Informality and fun will ho the prevailing mood of the eous gibs anil gabs from the sports
"Dancers En Route" last Thurshas reached such a lull that it will
W.
A.
A.
carnival
in
the
Women's
Building
Saturday
ave, day evening. While they employworld.
probably be discontinued if definite
...
ed pure art and excellent teehni- ning. March 29 at 7:30 n. m.
Lot's step into the past for a
wi
action is not taken.
The
south
jrym
"
'*'
Riven
over
to
social
dancing
while
que in their perfew "flowery" comments . . . OrHe.di Urge Support
56-48 Meet Decided In
the
north
gym
will
house
the
fun
division.
Games
of
skill
fo
r
m
a
n
c
e.
the
chids to Dewey Johnson and Jack
The intramural department urlayman as well' such as duck pins, goal shooting, baseball throwing and Doane for their most capable
Last Event; Falcons
ges the athletes of the campus to
as
the
connoiseur
leadership on the basket ball
putting
can
rubbers
on
pegs,
wilh
Win Distant Events
show their utmost interest in this
court anil in the natatorium durappreciated
i t prizes; a free show which will inspring program. Last year a well
ing the 1940-41 season. Also
equally as well. clude the men's and the women's
With Eddie Wellner making his planned program turned into a Film
Is Sponsored By
hardy congratulations to Phil
The impersona- tumbling teams doing serious and
first appearance in the track tot.-, dismal failure because the desig-!
P.
E.
Department
| Kicketts, the new basketball loadt io ns ,
move- comic stunts; a special chorus girl
the Brown and Orange thinclads | nated teams failed to make appearSWim AWardS •* and to Norm Robertson, the
And Sentinel
ments, and em- show in costume; and fortune
outfought the Findlay Oilers to ances at the scheduled times. The
| 1H41-I2 captain of the Falcon
phases were 'so telling will be some of the outwin last Tuesday's meet by a 56-48 fraternities, co-ops, large rooming
swim team . . . A word from Lima
Campus baseball enthusiasts
strongly an., di- standing features.
score. The meet was decided by houses and Kohl Hall are urged to
Certificate
Winners
Are
way brough some pleasing comrectly put that
the margin of a Falcon win in the form the nucleus for the partici- will be given a chance to sec n
Strictly Informal
ments about the work of Coach
Eligible For Life
special American League baseball
PAULINE
'* seems that the
pants.
12 lap relay.
Students are urged to attend In
Paul E. Landis in officiating the
■udlsnct costume or in sport clothes and a
At least a half a down soft- film that is being sent to Ohio col- AESCHL1MAN entire
Saving Work
Wellner put on a "strong act
reeoitl Class B, district tourney at
us he competed in seven of the ball teams are expected to be form- lides and civic groups through followed them with complete com- door prize will be given. Since
The costumes in the purpose of the carnival is to
For satisfactorily passing their Lima Shawnee.
twelve events.
His first in the ed at Kohl Hall in a separate the courtesy of the Cleveland prehension.
Coach Bob Whittaker gave his
220, seconds in the high and low league. Games will be played on Baseball Club, today and tomor- themselves made one think he was raise funds to send delegates from American Rod CrOSi beginner, inhurdles, and a tie for second in the diamonds located back of the row, according the the Physical seeing an Adrian or a Dolly Tree Bowling Green to the annual State termediate, lltd swimmer tests, spring football proteges their first
Education department.
revue. They did a lot to create W. A. A. Conference at Muskin- IS I members of swimming classes I outdoor workout last Thursday.
the high jump totaled the blonde Women's Building.
The film which is a regulation the proper mood in style and in gum College a small fee of 10c are eligible for certificates in | You should have heard the pep and
Golf And Tennia Planned
speedster thirteen points.
He
If enough interest is shown in talkie, is being sponsored jointly the use of appropriate colors.
swimming for activity in the water vim they enmc forth with.
failed to place in the 40 yard dash
will be taken at the door.
The "mood music" although a
hist semester.
Thirty-nine of
We hear that the new tennis
and the pole vault. He also play- the golf game, the department will by the Sentinel Tribune sports deChairmen
of
respective
commited a big factor in the Falcons set up a tournament for all the partment and the Bowling Green bit droll in spots provided the per- tees in charge of the carnival are these girls will be awarded swim-1mentor is no slouch at the game
campus linksmen.
Matches will State University Physical Educa- fect background along with Ihe
A hearty welcome for the remers' certificates, making them
winning the rolay event.
as follows: duck pins, Catherine
eligible for life saving. This test turn of golf as a sport on this
Each team took the top honors probably be run off on the Bowl- tion department, and will feature i lighting effects,
MacDonald;
candy-coke
stand.
ing
Green
Country
Club
course.
the
Command
includes diving, racing starts, and campus. Coach Marsh should be
the activities of the last year's'
The satire on
in six events but the Falcons cop- ;
Mary
Lou Schlumbohm;
goal
able to develop some fine linksmen
ted t few more second and third Players will be expected to furnish American League race as well as called "Let George Do It" and
shooting, Marge Riplcy; fun house, turns, endurance swim of 10 minall
their
necessary
equipment.
shots
from
the
world
series
games
utes without stopping, and 100- from his dozen prospects.
done
by
the
entire
troupe;
the
places. Jay Parker came through
Bonnie Boulis; mystery booth, ArLast
year
nearly
60
racket
between
the
Detroit
Tigers
and
yard
swims
in
'.he
following
"Try.
Try
Again"
(plodding
dogThe United States Army will
in the mile run with a time of 4:gedly along—nowhere) number by lene Fisher; art exhibit, Mary strokes: breast, side, back and have two fine whistle-blowers in
58.6 in a close race. Rotsel took weilders signed to take part in a the Cincinnati Reds.
Church.
tournament
but
many
of
the
Elizabeth
Waters
exemplifying
front
crawl.
The
prospective
life
Steve
Brudzinski and Mike KorIn
all
the
picture
will
be
shown
the 440 dash in 56.6 with Kitzerow
Free acts, Mary Bair; baseball
^rs are Nova Groll, Ann Kohr- mazis net winter. Steve and Mike
of Findlay a close second. Well- matches failed to materialize. An- on the campus on four occasions. despair followed by renewed hope; throw, Doris Bresler; freaks, Peg
ner copped the 220 in 26 seconds other tennis tourney will be The first showing will be held to- the "Too Mean to Cry" episode Smith; dance, Florence Coover; biugh, Rosemary Sample, Gwen handled many of the county games
flat. Ken Winslow, the Falcon scheduled this year if those in- day at 11 a.m. before W. E. Stol- with Linda Locke featuring utter publicity, Virginia Patterson; door Scott, Norma Wilcott, Rita Mierly. in fine style and both will leave
terested will make sure of finish- ler's coaching class in the Men's independence in a modern young
June Rosekelly, Virginia Dove, for camp this summer.
rangy two miler, put on a nice
prize, Julia Dunham and chorus Jean Goodenight, Patricia Meil,
gym. Its second showing will be girl to the tune of Clyde McCoy's
sprint at the end of the event to ing all their matches.
The intramural department is
girls,
Helen
Schwartz.
Lois Mayfield.
this afternoon, with the Sandusky "Sugar Blues," and also featuring
close out Boroff Bowling Green
starting the organization of a big
high school track team being spec- a clippy little costume of the vamHarriet McClain, Donna Ives, spring sports program in the very
took all three places in this race
ial guests while the varsity base- pish variety were three of the most
Helen Bexler, Edna Graebner, near future. How about all you
as Edson PaVk took the third poBeare
Calls
For
enthusiastically
received
numbers.
ball
squad
will
see
the
movie
toCora Halley, Marian Koch, Peg ■.ports minded fellows showing
sition.
In the City Snapshot group, "Hunt
morrow afternoon at 4 p. m.
• Captain Dwight Toedter finished
Football Managers Kominsk, Freda Schaeffer, Lounsc some interest and making this
the
Mate"—a
toss-up
to
the
very
Leidick, Peg Curtiss, Bonnie Emch, spring program a huge success?
first in the 880 yard run while
Climaxing the program will be
Miss Emilie Hartman, assistant
Well, it's about time this scribe
Jerry Heitman took the third
a showing tomorrow evening with end, and "Outside the Fire"—the
All freshmen or upperclassmen Erla Rodlcy, Maxine Schwab,
place honors to end the Falcon professor of physical education, the county high school baseball ditty on high merry-making were
quit nesting, so until we meet
Mary Lou Hoffman.
interested
in
becoming
football
will
spend
the
afternoons
of
March
scoring.
squads being guests of the Uni- two other outstanding acts. The
Miriam WillitU, Virginia again with more sport gab keep
Bob Cone led the Black and 26, and 27 in Toledo as instructor versity. All these showings will others, although not so active or managers for the coming season Wright, Rac Ankney, Dorcas Ford, this old saying in mind . . .
please
report
to
Coach
Robert
of
rhythm
work.
When He comes to write
Orange from the Oil City by rackbe open free of charge to uni- lively, necessitated perfect bodily Whittaker or Harry Beare at the Joan Fulton, Carol Gamble, VirThe class will be made up of versity students.
control and exact timing. We exagainst your name,
ing up a trio of firsts for a total
Men's gymnasium.
Previous ex- ginia Kurtz, Mildred Ogan, Mary
grade
school
teachers
in
the
Totend
our
congratulations
and
He writes not that you won
of 15 points.
He recorded top
The film will also be shown at
perience is not necessary. Here is Wagner, Hannah Roller, Gwen
ledo
Public
schools.
Miss
Hartthanks
to
the
"Dancers
en
Route"
or lost but how you played
the Bowling Green Country Club
honors in the high jump and in
a good chance to win your var- Dunn, Gailc Richey, Mary Troutthe game.
both the 40 yd. high and low hur- man, who is well versed in modern and at Bowling Green and Haskin for an enjoyable evening spent.
man and Betty Fisher.
sity letter.
dance
and
rhythm
work,
win
hold
May
they
be
en
route
a
long
time.
dles . The Oilers took the shot put
High Schools.
these
two
hour
classes
at
Washas Llndsey threw the weight 38'5"
to beat out Bowling Green's two ington school.

Ed. Wellner Leads
Landismen to Win
Over Oil Thinlies

American League
Baseball Movie
Here For 2 Days

39 Women Pass
Tests And Win

Hartman Lectures
In Toledo Schools

entrants. Bower of Findlay took
Students placed by the Univerthe pole vault with a height of 10'.
Lindsey also won the 40 yd. dash sity of Minnesota employment buwith Hardy of Findlay taking the reau'in the last biennium earned
a total of $410,542.99.
second position.

The SMOKE of Slower-Burning Camels gives you EXTRA MILDNESS, EXTRA COOLNESS, EXTRA FLAVOR
and

Uncle Samuel's New Draft
Ruffles Falcons Feathers
Uncle Sam's new Selective Service act is just another pain in the
neck to the Falcon coaching staff, according to a statement by. Harry
Ockerman, director of athletics. However, most of the men eligible
for the draft this next year will be lost by graduation anyway.
Slingin' Steve Brudzinski, 1940 football captain, is resigned to
toting a gun and responding to "Squads right!" Elsie Nibeck, a '39
varsity griddcr and swimmer, is"
As Coach Ockerman advises,
well on his way to becoming an
ensign under the new Naval Re- 'All we can do is keep our fingers
crossed and pray."
serve program.
Johnson Brerzcd
WANT NEW CLOTHES
Big Dewey Johnson will be
WE MAKE THEM
missed in three sports next year
—football will lose a steady?
GREINER TAILOR
powerful back, basketball," which
SHOP
he captained this season, will be
142 W. Wooster
without its high scoring forward,
and baseball will lose a capable
slugger.
GAS DOESN'T COSTDon Brill, colorful fancy diving
star, is expected to be the missing
IT PAYS!
link in the Falcon splash squad
next season. Several other members of the swimming squad, as THE GAS COMPANY
well as a number of frosh gridders, have also received their papers and are eligible.
Check Your Needs—
New Bill Will Hart
• SOMETHING DELICIOUS?
The really big worry of the
• SOMETHING -REFRESHathletic department is the prosING?
,
pective bill which will lower the
age limit to 18. If this plan goes
• SOMETHING TEMPTING?
into effect, Bowling Green will be
• TRY THE
literally stripped of athletes, to
say nothing of the entire male
half of the student body. The
one bright spot is that other colleges and universities stand to
lose some of their best men also.
As the plan stands at present.
Coach Ockerman feels that the
Brood may not be hit square)y.
The draft may pick up a man here
and there, but as most of the FalQUALITY DAIRY
con athletes are under 21 and automatically ineligible, experienced
PRODUCTS
teams are insured for next year's
athletic campaign.

Whitehouse
Hamburger Shop

This coupon presented with
30c will clean and press a
pair of trousers, skirt or
sweater.

Home Laundry and
Dependable Cleaners

MODEL
DAIRY
Bowling Green, Ohio

7W£ SMOKES TffC TH/A/&/

EXTRA

NICOTINE
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
brands tested-less than any of them-according
to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself

MILDNESS
IS WHAT I'M AFTER.
SO [TURNED TO
CAMELS AND
FOUND SEVERAL
OTHER SWELL
/EXTRAS; TOO

YOU don't need a high I.Q. to figure out that the qualities
you enjoy in your cigarette are in the smoke itself—

£i®

the smoke's the thing 1
It's quite likely, too, that if you are not already a Camel "fan"
you smoke one of the other four brands tested. That's why the
scientificfindiagsofthesmoketestareofrealimportancetoyou.
Science has already pointed out that Camels —by burning
slower give you extra mildness, extra coolness, and extra
flavor. Now science confirms another'important advantage
of slower burning—of Camel's costlier tobaccos — extra fretdom from nicotine in tbi smoke! And the smoke's the thing!
Your dealer is featuring Camels at an attractive carton
price. For convenience, for economy —buy by the carton.

BY BURNING 25% SLOWER
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling brands
tested-slower than any of them-Camcls also give
you a smoking plus equal, on the average, to

5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACKI

*v>
&S&
sfFk.

jVJ.Rw»ldiTobaoo»Comp«ny.Wlniton-Stliin,N<>rUiC«ri)l!ni

CAMEL

THE SLOWER-BURNING
CIGARETTE
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Scouting The
Shops
B, MARGE
Two weeks 'till Spring: vacation,
which only goes to prove that
Easter is almost here. Downtown
Bowline Green la alive with delectable pink and white bunnies,
cunning yellow chicks, and beautifully decorated candy eggs- This
is the time for pre-holiday shopping I
You're sure to want an Easter
gift for Mother, Sister, or that
O.A.O. N. S. CROSBY is displaying an unusually flne variety of
crosses, cameo-topped lockets, and
lovely jeweled pendants. These
charming bits of jewelry, priced
from $3.00 up will mukc the giver
long-remembered.
"Little girl shoes for young ladles" is a Spring slogan at the
UHLMAN SHOE STORE where
you'll find the latest soldier blue
Nautical Pump, rigged out with u
snappy sailor collar, at $4.00.
Here, too, you can buy the western
style, Natural Gauchohide wedgie,
complete to fringe and star-studding for only $3.50.
Looking for some clever, colorful Easter cards? You will find
them, individually styled for each
member of the family or friends
—and reasonably priced at the
PICTURE FRAME. AND GIFT
SHOP.
Girls—with Spring comes pastel
•—and with pastel comes those
snatzy long or short sleeved washable silk blouses--so like His that
they are equipped with French
ruffs and cuff links, priced ut $1.98
at the GENEVIEVE SHOP.
Two weeks to get ready for
Spring vacation, so, students, you'd
better begin now. Be seeing you
on Main street any day.
SUEDE SHOES REFNISHED
28c

CHURCH SHOE
SHOP
140 W. Wooster

Look your best for the
formal—your hair is
important.

Eileen
Beauty Shop
137 S. Enterprise

LATEST WAXINGS!
Number Ten Lullaby
Lane
Dinah Shore

Maria, Mari; and
Wigwam Stomp

Will Hold
'Study Conscious'
PRIDE AND PREJUDICE, B.G. U. FORMAL Freshman Class FacultyGay
Nineties Party
Put Into Effect
Announces Plans
TO BE MAIN EVENTS OF CAMPUS WEEK For Semi-Formal
By Kohl Hall Men
University Player* Wil 1 Perform Three Nights;
Ernie Duffield To Play For B.G.U. Dance;
W.A.A. Carnival Is Saturday
By MARTHA WALRATH

As we all know, "Pride and Prejudice" comes to the campus this week. Three performances will be presented by the
University Players, the first being this evening. Second and
third performances will be given tomorrow nirjht and Friday. That should give us all an opportunity to see our campus Thespians display their talents.
On Saturday evening Beta Gamma Upsilon will hold their flrat
fraternity formal since the group's
organization last year.
Committees for the dance have been at
work for the past month on plans
for ihe affair.
The same evening will find lota
of fun in the Women's Gym for
the campus. The WomenV Athletic Association is sponsoring a
carnival. The carnival will feature
dancing, games and contests, refreshments, specialty booths and
just about everything in the line
■ >f entertainment. So, if you're
looking for a way to spend next
Saturday evening, the carnival
should solve both your wondering
and your wandering.

Ernie Duffield .ad hi. orcke.tra have been engaged to play for
the first BETA GAMMA UPSILON
formal to be held this Saturday
evening in Recreation Hall. Dancing will be from 9 to 12.
Don Courson, as general chairman in charge of arrangments, is
being assisted by the following
committees: decorations, Malcolm
Acocka; refreshments, Jack Steiner and Kenneth Snowden.
Falculty guests invited to the
dance are: Dr. and Mrs. F. J.
Prout, Dean and Mm. A. B. Conklin, Dean and Mrs. Ralph G. Harshman, Mr. and Mrs. John Bunn and
Mi. and Mrs. Eldon T. Smith and
Mrs. Lydia Frazier, fraternity
Pledget war* given Iheir second housemother.
A group of high
degree Tuesday evening at the school boys will also be guests at
regular meeting of the SF.VEN the dance.
SISTER Sorority. It has been derided that the sorority members
THREE KAY pledgee received
and pledges will attend all assembly programs in a body (lur- their firat degree last night at the
regular meeting of the sorority,
ing pledge period.
duties were assigned to them at
this time. Plans for the annual
Fifteen FIVE BROTHER Three Kny formal dance to be held
pledges have started their work in May were begun.
at the house under the guidance
of G. A. P. Rheingrover.
Pledgee were present at the
Pledge John Rhodes was confined to the infirmary last week meeting ef the DELHIS last Tuesday evening and were given their
with a bad throat infection.
The fraternity athletic commit- instructions for the coming week.
tee is making ready the frater- Firat degree is to take place Tuesnity's entries in the spring intra- day, March 25 . Robert Lucas has
returned his pledge curd and is
mural program.
Brother Joe Fox was among the the newest pledge.
New light fixtures have been in12 candidates who took the examination for appointment to the stalled in the recreation room un1 nited States Naval Academy held der the supervision of Brothers
Shawaker. Dyainger, and Feasel.
recently in Limn.
A house party was held last
Alumni brothers Luther Rosen
and AI Soskey have recently Friday night and there was dancjoined the ranks of the United ing and card playing for the
ReStates army.
Rosen is enlisted Brothers and their guests.
in the air corp at Randolph Field. freshments were served.
Ken
Harger
has
been
appointed
Brother Robert Wayland, senior
ihin nun .tl manager, attended the the chairman of the committee for
state Y M. ('. A. conference held the annual Delhi Sadie Hawkins
last week-end in Columbus for all Dance and Don Mason is in charge
interested in "Y" work as a vo- of getting the band for the dance.
The Delhi annual picnic it to be
cation.
John Phillips and John Rhodes held on May 29th this year—comwere selected by the pledges to mittees will be appointed later.
act as their leaders during pledgeBETA PHI THETA entertained
ship.
thirty members of the French deNext Monday eventag will be partment at a party Wednesday
auction night at EMERSON Liter- night. Harley Allion was in charge
Refreshments were
ary Society's meeting.
Marian of games.
Archibold, Esther Burner, Dorothy served by a committee composed
Bright, Ruth Meek, Elisabeth of Jean Smith, Mary Cross, and
Decorations
Hornyak and Melvin Cratty are Agnes Drummer.
scheduled to give sales talks on were carried out in patriotic colors
products and stock in production of red, white, and blue.
companies which will be auctioned
off to bidders from the floor by
Clarence Goterba, Auctioneer.

A Gay Ninetie's party has been
planned for Friday evening, April
Freshmen And Guests To 4, by the faculty anal faculty
dames. Plans call for a barber
Dance April 5th In
shop quartet, old-fashioned reciWomen's Gym
tations and songs and novelty
Freshman president Pat O'Hara dances by members of the faculty.
announces that plans for the semdAwards will be made for the
formal dance to be given by the
Freshman class on Saturday, April aaost original costumes. Dancing
5, are progressing rapidly. The for the eveping will include the
dance, which will be for freshmen old-fashionecl waltz, two-step, and
and their guests, will be held in square dancing. Sullins orchestra
the Women's Gym. Dancing will
and the nickelodian will furnish
be from 9 to 12. At present no
orchestra has been named by the the music.
Mrs. Jean Hendrickson it gencommittee in charge.
The decorating committee, head- eral chairman in charge of arrangeed by Dave Aurelius, is planning ments for the party. Other comsome very "super-special" decora- mittees are: entertainment, Kentions for the dance, states Presi- neth Cameron, Margaret Purdy;
dent O'Hara. Formal dress will program. Prof. John Schwarz,
not be required for the men, and Miss A. Wrey Warner; decorathe class Jias decided to forego tions, Mrs. Albert M. Hayes, Mrs.
W. Ileinlttn. Hall; invitations and
corsages for the girls.
Other committees for the dance music .Dr. C. G. Swanson; and
are: refreshments, Meg Friedly, assessments, Dr. Morris Hendrickchairman, Jackie Pearson, Bob Ed- son.
wards, Jack Weber; entertainment,
Bill Sheers, chairman, lone Geisel,
If your hair is not beLillian Gaber, Jeanne Gilbert, Ned
Freeman; tickets, Al Georgenson,
coming to you, you
chairman; publicity, Willie Staub,
should be coming to
chairman, Nadine Corson, Robert
us.
O'Hara, Barbara Neely, Irene
Case. Freshman officers O'Hara.
Shampoo - Wave 50c
Staub, Marjorie Black and Georgenson, compose the orchestra
committee.
The Y.W.C.A. it again tponioring beginners dancing classes beginning next Tuesday afternoon
at 4:00. These proved very successful before and it is hoped that
ill university students who can
not dance will attend these. They
will be held in the Rec Hall for
a period of three weeks. All students are invited to dance at 4:110
following the lessons.
These
classes are free.

The KOHL Hall House Board,
governing body of Kohl Hall, has
instituted a plan designed to help
Kohl men in their studying. Every
week-day evening, from 8 until
11 o'clock, the dormitory diningroom will be open to the boys for I
seminars, group discussions, and
studying.
This is the first in a series of
plans tke House Board will put
into affect in an effort to try and
make tke boys more study-con-

TUXEDOS FOR HIRB
ARROW SHIRTS and TIES

LEITMAN'S .
MEN'S WEAR
Now taat Spring ie Here!
Stop in at the

HOLLAND DAIRY
STORE
Shakes • Sundaes - Sandwiches

Max Hanke, who has been Acting Secretary of Kohl Hall, was
officially elected Secretary at the
last meeting of the House Board.
The last in a series of tournaments to determine the champions
of Kohl ffall is under way in the
form of a contract bridge tournament. Nine teams are entered
and wHI fight it out for top honors.

Largest Selection of
Spring Coats and
Suits
Popular Prices

KESSEL'S

Between classes...
pause and

Monty's
Beauty Salon
DIAL 2611

The CLA-ZEL
WED.-THUR.-FRI.
Mar. 26-27-28
Kdw. G. Robinson, Ida
Lupino in Jack London's

"THE SEA WOLFSAT.

Open 2:lli Mar 29
2 Features 2
Ellen Drew in

"THE MONSTER AND
THE GIRL"
Also Basil Kathbonc in

For Mother's
Day
Give Mother the thing
she wants most . . .
your photograph.

"THE MAD DOCTOR"
SUN.-MON.
Mar. 30-31
Wallace Beery, Lionel
Barrymorc in

"THE BAD MAN"
TUE.
APRIL 1
HONOR GUEST NIGHT
LARGE CASH AWARD
Lucille Bull, Rich. Carlson in

"TOO MANY GIRLS"

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
TODAY

ARIEL WALKER
STUDIO

YOU TASTE ITS QUALITY

♦Over Krogers)

A good way to got the most out
of anything is to pause now and
than and refresh yourself.. with
Ice-cold Coca-Cola. Its tasto is
delicious. Its aftor-SOnSO of refreshment is delightful. A short
pause for ice-cold Coca-Cola is
the refreshing thing to do. So
when you pauso throughout the
day, make it tho pause rhaf refreshes with ice-cold Coca-Cola.

Boated uder ■ethoritr of The Con-Cols Compear br

COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY OF TOLEDO

Tony Pastor

It's a Horse and Saddle
For Me
Sammy Kaye

Montague, the Terrific
(Rumba)
Sammy Kaye

THE LION STORE
149 N. Main St.

The LYRIC
Adull. (all tin.-.) 20c
WED., THUR.
MAR. 26-27
Alice Faye. Betty Grablc,
Jack Oakle in

"TIN PAN ALLEY"
FRI.-SAT.
MAR. 28-2»
Open 2:15 Sat.
CHARLES STARRETT in

Pledges were given their first
degree at the PHRATRA sorority
house Tuesday evening. The service was in charge of the pledgecaptain, Agnes Drummer. Pledges
include: Evelyn Reese, Florabelle
Anderson, Mary DeWitt, Leota
Caahcn, and Janice Leber. Mary
Crabill was unable to be present.
As a pledge duty, pledges prepared dinner Saturday evening at
the home of Miss Durrin.

JDrop a line to.

**&*"

for your copy of TOB)iCCOL4NB<U' S 'A
the book that givefyou the facts
about tobacco and tells you why

THIS WEEKS
SPECIAL

Its Chesterfield

MARSHMALLOW SUNDAE
WITH WHIPPED CREAM

13c

Parrot
Restaurant

for a COOLER, MILDER, BETTER SMOKE

"THUNDERING
FRONTIER"
Plus "Green Hornet Slrikes
Again"

Spring Is Here!!

SUN.-MON.
MAR. 30-31
Open 2:15 Sun.
Eddie Albert, Joan Leslie,
Allan Hale in

Come down to the
dining car and try a
delicious "Meal for a
Dime"

GREAT MR. NOBODY
TUE.. WED., THU.
April 1-2-3
Gary Grant, R. Russell in

"HIS GIRL FRIDAY'

&4S&

A short while ago we published TOBACCOLAND, U. S. A., the only complete picture story
of the growing, curing and processing of fine
tobaccos, from seed-bed to cigarette. So great
was the demand for this book from smokers
everywhere that another million copies are now
coming off the press. TOBACCOLAND gives
real information and is yours for the asking.

Giant
Hamburg

The more you know about how cigarettes art made the
mort you 'II enjoy Chesterfield... the cigarette that Satisfies.
MORE SMOKERS ASK FOR CHESTBRFIELDS EVBRY DAY

*****
tVatYWMUC YOU CO

Corsages And Flowers For Every Occassion.
Cerrtlaat 1*41. lam * sl.ss. Ti

